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Executive Overview
This research service includes a detailed analysis of the global Digital Twin of an
Organization (DTO) solution market dynamics, major trends, vendor landscape, and
competitive positioning analysis. The study provides competition analysis and ranking
of the leading DTO vendors in the form of the SPARK Matrix. This research provides
strategic information for technology vendors to better understand the market
supporting their growth strategies and for users to evaluate different vendors’
capabilities, competitive differentiation, and their market position.

Key Research Findings
Following are the key research findings:
Market Drivers and Trends:
The digital twin of an organization (DTO) solutions market is expected to grow
significantly in the next three to five years as most industry verticals are focusing on
working on a virtual representation of real processes for organizations’ digital
transformation. Quadrant analysts believe that technology investments will be driven
by the pent-up demand and economic recovery of the key market after the impact of
the COVID-19 pandemic. The primary drivers for the adoption of DTO solutions
include increasing digitalization across industries, proven benefits of digital twins,
increasing support for additional use cases by DTO providers, continued
advancements in technologies that support DTO, and such others.
On a global scale, the DTO market is growing rapidly and the primary growth driver
for this platform is compelling organizations to contemplate the creation of a 'digital
twin' to optimize efficiency while maintaining consistent end-user satisfaction.
Companies are now more inclined to adopt a virtual replicative model in the form of
the DTO because of the currently limited workforce. The causative factors behind the
drop in workforces are a leaner approach by the organizations and the non-availability
of the required skill set at a precise time. This would promote the analysis of the given
service or product at hand, and digitally rectify any issues that occur, providing a clear
idea to the end-user as to what works and what does not, and the reasons for the
same. This amalgamation of the actual and virtual space promotes -deep analytics &
newer avenues, planning for the future, and critical insights regarding system
functionality. The above-mentioned market trends are expected to play a vital role in
improving the penetration rate and overall market growth of DTO solution.
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Technology Trends:
The technology trends that are driving the growth of the digital twin of an organization
(DTO) solutions market are:
 DTO solutions help understanding, implementing, and executing changes in
the organization’s enterprise architecture plan to support business agility and
rapid innovation.
 These solutions also enable deep integration of the virtual representation with
the physical products through sensors, IoT devices, and artificial intelligence,
which provides an enhanced output through software analytical dashboards.
 Organizations focus on IoT applications to generate data in the form of images,
audio, and video, and provide real-time access to data and intelligence by
utilizing the continuous and cyclical flow of information and actions between
the physical and digital worlds throughout the lifecycle of the processes.
 It is expected that the emergence of business models of Industry 4.0 will drive
the need for providing a unified approach and complete communication
between various departments of organizations, such as suppliers, logistics,
resources, and customers.
 Increase in the simulation will play a primary role in every organizational
vertical that allows experiments for the validation of products, processes,
systems design, and configuration that can be defined as an operation
imitation, over time, of a system or a real-world process.
 DTO solutions are increasingly supporting emerging use cases like customer
experience through the increased utilization of IoT devices.
 DTO solutions help increase focus on process optimization and model
calibration by utilizing contextual data through process mining technology to
provide actual visualization of the product flow.
Competition Dynamics & Trends:
 Software AG, Signavio, IBM, Celonis, CANEA, and Cosmo Tech, are the top
performers and market leaders in the 2022 SPARK Matrix analysis of the DTO
market. These companies provide a robust technology platform with
comprehensive functional capabilities and customer value proposition to
support the DTO solution.
 The study includes an analysis of other major vendors, including Ardoq,
Arrayworks, Bee360, BiZZdesign, BOXARR, BOC Group, BusinessOptix,
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Holocentric, iGrafx, Interfacing Technologies, Mavim, Ortelius, QPR Software,
and QualiWare.
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Market Definition and Overview
Quadrant Knowledge Solutions defines “Digital Twin of an Organization (DTO)
solutions as the virtual representation of an organizational process, system,
applications, products, performance, and business model by gathering operational
and circumstantial data. This helps in providing a holistic view to enterprise
architecture (EA) and technology innovation leaders for prioritizing, planning,
monitoring, guiding, analyzing, predicting, and making strategic decisions to deploy
complex business initiatives. It thus offers real-time business updates and responses
to changes and further allows optimum resource utilization, improving speed and
efficiency and delivering elevated customer value.”
DTO is the virtual representation of an organization in terms of its processes,
applications, business models, strategies, and such others. It enables organizations to
build, operate, analyze, and tweak the digital models by offering real-time business
updates and responses to changes. It further allows optimum resource utilization,
which helps improve speed and efficiency and deliver elevated customer value. A
DTO solution typically includes functionalities for comprehensive data integration,
process modelling and visualization, process simulation, process monitoring and
analysis, communication and collaboration, and process optimization and model
calibration. An effective implementation of a DTO solution helps organizations
accelerate digital business transformation initiatives, customer experience (CX) and
transformation, achieve business and operational agility, and align the organization's
vision and goals with business and operational processes.
The concept of a digital twin has been around for over a decade. Digital twins have
been used for driving simulations in industries like aeronautics and mining, and to
diagnose the working of windmills and engines. A digital twin is a virtual replica
simulating a device's physical components and how it functions throughout its
lifecycle. The digital twin is a dynamic representation of what is happening in the real
world and is synced for real-time adaptability. This pairing of the real and virtual world
provides insights that can help prevent downtime, identify new opportunities, and help
plan for the future.
A digital twin is a virtual representation of real-world elements created using sensors
and 3D modeling. Sensors collect comprehensive real-time data from the physical
elements. The data is then used to create a digital duplicate to help teams better
understand and analyze real-world things or systems. The key elements of digital twins
are as follows: model of a real-world entity, data from the entity, connection between
the model and the physical entity, and the ability to monitor and receive notification
pertaining to the real-world entity. Data and analytics are the major drivers of digital
twins. Digital twin enables all kinds of advanced analytics for predictive maintenance,
resource optimization, flow control, product development, and such others.
Copyright 2022 © Quadrant Knowledge Solutions Private Limited
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With the rise of digitalization, the concept of the digital twin is getting extended from
the digital representation of physical objects to the digital representation of the entire
organization. Therefore, rather than only focusing on the data from sensors, the data
from organizational assets, processes, people, activities, and their interaction can be
combined into a holistic digital model of the organization, also known as digital twin of
an organization. This combination of virtual and real worlds helps organizations
efficiently manage interdependencies and interrelationships between people,
processes, and systems, and deal with the challenges of the modern era of digital
transformation.
Process mining is one of the key enablers of DTO, as it uses data directly from
operational systems and creates a visualization of processes. Process mining also
offers contextual data to help see beyond process operations and identify the reasons
behind their occurrence. As a process discovery, analysis, and monitoring tool,
process mining automatically discovers and connects current data with the preexisting data to provide the actual visualization of the process flow. Through its root
cause analysis, process mining monitors the performance and reflects the causes of
inefficiencies and bottlenecks in the process. It automates the simulation process and
continuously monitors the KPIs defined by the organizations, allowing digital
optimization and digital transformation of the organizations. Hence, a DTO solution
offers process mining capabilities like comprehensive data aggregation, process
modeling, data mining, deriving business rules, and running simulations.
Creating a Digital Twin of an Organization:
The first step in creating a DTO is developing an accurate and comprehensive virtual
representation of the organization. Once the model is created and loaded with data,
teams can analyze this data to learn more about systems, processes, and areas of
concern. Although creating a DTO requires a robust platform and extensive enterprise
architecture, it offers a strong value proposition to constantly changing and developing
businesses. A DTO solution allows organizations to anticipate issues and make
adjustments before implementing the changes in the real world. The solution also
provides insights into the organization’s functioning and identifies areas of inefficiency.
A DTO offers strategic planning, optimization of resources/processes, insights, and
alignment of business goals and operations by leveraging the extensive pool of data.
Some of the major DTO functionalities include data ingestion & management, process
modelling & visualization, simulation, analytics & reporting, real-time monitoring,
continuous feedback & improvement, support for integration & collaboration, and a
360-degree holistic view. The following is the description of each DTO functionality:
 Data Ingestion and Management: A DTO platform offers comprehensive data
management capability, which includes ingestion of historical data from
multiple storage locations and databases, data preparation, and data storage
Copyright 2022 © Quadrant Knowledge Solutions Private Limited
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and management to preserve time-stamped data. It also imports data from
dynamic operational systems and subsystems. A DTO solution integrates
relevant operational data from enterprises, including product portfolio data,
customer experience data, performance data, resource cost sheets,
technology lifecycle data, and others. An efficient DTO must gather real-time
data from multiple sources like IoT devices, sensors, connected customers,
connected employees, connected operations, supply chains, and such others.
Additionally, the vendors also offer assets management to forecast asset
conditions and optimize asset management strategies with a tactical and
realistic plan. The risk management feature also enables organizations to
optimize scenarios and plans to achieve a balance between risks, costs, and
quality of service.
 Process Modelling and Visualization: One of the key capabilities of a DTO is
offering robust modeling functionality with accurate digital visualization of all
real-world entities related to the organization. A DTO should provide modeling
of resources (such as machines, IT systems, and people), business operations,
customer interactions (through customer journey maps), organization’s
offerings (products, services, and information), and such others. DTO solution
vendors are increasingly offering advanced data visualization tools beyond
basic dashboards and standard visualization capabilities to include interactive
3D visualization and AI-enabled visualization. It also supports the visualizations
journey and ROI calculations in standard charts and tables to enable crossfunctional, fact-based decision making. The DTO platform also supports model
types such as BPMN process, customer journey, data model, value stream,
tasks model, operating procedures, and enterprise architecture. Moreover, the
platform predicts process modelling deviations using machine learning for
specific use cases by leveraging the power of AI.
 Simulation: Simulation is one of the key drivers fueling the adoption of DTO by
various organizations. Simulation allows the replication of complex business
processes providing a realistic view of the organization's process, systems,
and business model. It also enables the organization to experiment with
various 'what-if' scenarios before actual process execution. It further allows the
users to simulate and gauge the impact of their decisions on each aspect of
the business model. The DTO platform enables users to create various
improved and innovative models and run scenarios to understand the potential
impact and choose preferred transformation paths. It provides step-by-step
implementation instructions for short, mid, and long-term actions plans.
Furthermore, the "what-if" simulations and "how-to" optimizations allow
organizations to compare and simulate alternative scenarios, ensuring
efficiency and uniformity across the value chain.
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 Analytics and Reporting: A DTO solution aggregates and feeds data into
advanced analytics algorithms to derive insights for sound decision-making.
Analytics offers suggestive measures and potential improvements to drive
desired results by combining the past and present data. Analytics also monitor
the time taken to perform the processes and track whether processes follow
the prescribed paths to meet compliance obligations. A DTO should enable all
kinds of advanced analytics for predictive maintenance, resource optimization,
flow control, and product development. Advanced analytics capability is
powered by artificial intelligence and machine learning algorithms. The
vendors also support the dynamic comparison of "as is" process models with
a best practice library of processes created by identifying process drift and
potential improvement opportunities. Additionally, the platform supports
visualization of models and associated data collected from process metrics,
change opportunities, KPI impacts, and transformation performance in an
intuitive dashboard to make decisions.
 Real-Time Monitoring: A DTO solution should offer capabilities for continuous
real-time monitoring and calibration. A DTO offers real-time monitoring of
multiple assets, KPIs, and business process operations through dashboard
representation. Any changes in the real-world environment should be fed into
the digital representation to calibrate the model for effective real-time insights.
Real-time monitoring makes the DTO solution robust and failure-proof and
enables the users to take remedial actions, which can also be done remotely.
The platform offers early alerts of potential bottlenecks in the production line
to understand what actions need to be taken. The platform is also equipped
with notification, alerting, and triggering capabilities for sending emails, text
messages, or other alerts. It also exports and shares results with configurable
and customizable visualization dashboards to align and meet stakeholders’
expectations. Lastly, this capability allows users to view live insights on
process models and journeys to improve process mining and modelling.
 Continuous Feedback and Improvement: Real-time data addition, processing,
and continuous analysis are of paramount importance for the efficient
functioning of a DTO system. The simulations that are undertaken are based
on assumptions conforming to many parameters. Time and the demands of
the real-time change in events can distort the values of these parameters. The
system needs the flexibility to accommodate deviations, uncertainties, and
changes in values based on human effort. Hence, the DTO offering needs a
provision for continuous feedback supply, which would enhance the output
provided and result in continuous improvements in the current predictive
models, resulting in more accurate insights.
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 Support for Integration and Collaboration: The DTO solution should support
seamless, real-time, and bidirectional integration between the physical
process and the digital platform. The integration allows multiple activities,
tasks, complex processes, and various workflows to connect and interact with
sensors and actuators to gather information in real-time. Integrating with
system applications helps track and monitor the process status through
smartphones and other devices. A DTO solution should support integration
with various high-volume, real-time data sources and integrate with IoT, AI,
ML, and other technologies. The platform also offers collaboration tools that
allow users to comment and discuss, which enables the staff to provide
feedback on processes and workspaces, along with connecting to internal and
external stakeholders.
 360-degree Holistic View: The vendors are offering comprehensive platforms
that integrate all the different organizational areas to provide a holistic view of
the entire organization. They also offer seamless integration of expert systems
with solutions like information technology service management (ITSM),
customer relationship management (CRM), project and portfolio management
(PPM), along with collaborative tools like Microsoft Teams and Slack for
internal and external stakeholder communication which provides a bird eye
view on all the ongoing organizational processes. Thus, the vendors are
offering holistic, dynamic, and connected digital replicas to simulate entire
business ecosystems.
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Figure: Digital Twin of an Organization Solution
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Factors Influencing Technology Development and Market
Growth
Following are the dominant technology and market development factors influencing
the overall global Digital Twin of an Organization solution and market growth:
Organizations are Increasingly Adopting Digitalization Initiatives
The technological developments over the last few decades have transformed
businesses globally. Collectively, companies are increasingly becoming aware of the
usage and benefits of digital transformation. However, a few organizations have been
able to translate the visualized potential of digital adoption into reality. Connected
technologies and the industrial internet of things (IIoT) ensure that a majority of the
organizational processes are inter-connected and in sync with the central system
administrator and network, creating a harmonious operational process across
different departments. With the rise of digitalization initiatives amongst organizations
globally and the proven benefits of continuously monitoring and optimizing the
operational processes, DTO technology is witnessing adoption at a faster pace.
Emerging Technologies of AI & ML are Powering DTO solution for
Smarter Business Decisions
DTO is created as a virtual extension to the business process and for optimizing the
operational process under consideration. DTO offers deep analytics into the business
operating cycle to provide future suggestions for decision-making and conclusive
reasoning for the same. DTO can also be utilized for predicting the entire business
functionality virtually. This assists in visualizing and streamlining every detailed aspect
associated with business operations including people management, infrastructure
management, asset management, and technology & network management. The
predictive analysis requires the collation of huge data sets, which can be procured
from multiple systems and processes continuously and in real-time. Thus, the use of
advanced data modeling, predictive data analytics, smart data analysis, interactive
data visualization, and advanced technologies like AI and ML greatly support the
creation and maintenance of a robust DTO system. Additionally, the DTO solution has
the ability to interpret and analyze the data captured by IoT and sensors while
identifying the anomalies to identify the root cause of the errors. It also makes
repeated use of learned data in the process to enhance productivity and provide
valuable insights and recommendations for the users. Moreover, businesses can
utilize the predictive maintenance capability of the DTO solution to eliminate
breakdowns and outages by enabling the professionals to analyze maintenance
workflow, including testing with all sorts of possible fault conditions and take actions
to solve it.
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DTO Solutions are Increasingly Supporting Emerging Use Cases
like Customer Experience and IoT
DTO provides a holistic understanding of the organizational functionality along with a
digital overview of the organization with complete enterprise visibility while optimizing
the processes, streamlining system configuration, and accommodating human
behavior and interactions. Thus, a DTO can be further utilized to design ergonomically
efficient systems and business processes while keeping the customer requirements
as a focal point. Elevated end-user experience ensures increased sales, business
value proposition, brand value, and overall recognition. Companies realize they need
to emphasize on increasing the quality of the overall customer experience.
There is a notable shift from operational excellence and performance management
for DTO use cases to accommodate customer experience use cases, and the related
increase in IoT use cases as well. A customer-centric approach also guarantees
customer loyalty. Hence, DTOs designed for collecting, incorporating, and executing
real-time customer feedback would ensure exponential business growth. Additionally,
with the advent of internet penetration into every walk of human life, including handheld devices, the boundary between systems and humans is diminishing, and people
are connected to the internet 24*7. Hence, DTOs are being deployed for a variety of
use cases, including software provisioning, gateway management, simulations,
semantics, access control, historical data analysis, and device access &
communication, amongst others.
Technology Landscape, Vendors’ Capabilities, and Organizations’
Infrastructure is Constantly Evolving to Support Advanced DTO
Solutions
Organizations are warming up to the idea of DTO implementation and generally prefer
a scaled-down version of the actual DTO model initially. This version includes all the
key features like implementation scalability, performance analysis, destination
mapping, and real-time decision making. The scaled-down DTO promotes the
creation of KPIs, plans for implementation changes, and performance monitoring
systems, amongst others. Developing a DTO necessitates a strong enterprise-scale
architecture and a robust platform, ensuring multiple scales of returns and providing
the company with a decisive competitive edge.
The underlying technological infrastructure should be advanced enough to support
constantly evolving simulation and modeling capabilities to enable the development
of constantly upgraded DTO across the organization. Additionally, better
interoperability across the systems & network hierarchy would ensure a smoother flow
of information and data across the organization, enabling easier prediction and
replication of existing systems. Upgraded computing infrastructure, along with the
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availability of modern, cutting-edge tools & software and better interoperability, is
driving the adoption of DTO amongst organizations.
Balancing the Inside-out and Outside-in Perspective
In the current business operation scenario, balancing customer requirements and
organizational offerings is quite important. A skew either toward the customer aspect
by focusing excessively on customer expectations, or toward the organizational
aspect by focusing on organizational capabilities, can lead to disastrous implications
for the organizational life cycle and end business goals. Customers need to be at the
center of all the designs, processes, communications, systems, and policy decisions.
However, only adopting a customer-centric approach might lead to a gap between the
organizational offerings in terms of the companies' strengths and the customers'
wants. Likewise, if the organization decides to focus solely on its offerings depending
on its capabilities and disregard the customers' desires, the company might end up
offering a quality product that could witness a low demand in the market. Thus, a
balance between the two strategies is essential to bring together the best of the
product offering in the precise market where there is a high demand for the same.
This can be achieved by making use of DTO which provides in-depth analysis with
regards to the organizational process and functioning and the customers’
requirements.
Increase in Adoption of Cloud-Based Storage
Nowadays, different industry verticals are increasingly utilizing IoT for business
transformation and aiming for digitalization across business processes and
operations. This trend plays an important role in creating a DTO solution that
integrates the virtual with the physical world. Thus, the businesses are understanding
the importance of connecting devices and are increasingly adopting technologies that
can connect business operations efficiently and quickly. As the business runs on
various processes and operations, it generates a large amount of data through IoT,
sensors, and other devices that are installed in the physical world to run a simulation
on the virtual world to make better business decisions and improve the process. Thus,
the adoption of cloud-based storage is becoming one of the major trends that
businesses will adopt to store a variety of data in one place. The DTO offers the
flexibility to integrate various technologies and processes for creating a digital thread
that will standardize the complete processes and provide optimum outcomes.
Improving Enterprise Architecture Model by Utilizing DTO
The organizations are applying the concept of DTO in IT system management,
enterprise architecture, and strategy design. Integrating the conventional enterprise
architecture models with real-time operational information supports improved
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enterprise decisions. DTO solution is utilized to improve traditional enterprise
architectural models of the organization through a detailed analysis of the processes
to increase efficiency, maximize process optimization, and reduce risks of failure. The
DTO provides a continuous feedback loop between traditional enterprise architecture
(EA) models and the operational data of the organization that allows users to know
project execution time, transformation management, opportunity costs, ROI
estimation, the number of people involved in a project, and many other factors. Thus,
DTO enables organizations to combine traditional architecture information with the
operational information to gather this data for making business decisions quickly and
effectively.
MegaTrend and Technology Convergence: The Convergence of
Automation, Machine Learning, and AI

Figure: MegaTrend and Technology Convergence
The Convergence of Automation, Machine Learning, and AI

DTO vendors are leveraging automation, machine learning, and AI in automating
several organizational processes to improve operational efficiency, resource
utilization, and productivity. As per Quadrant's analysis of the overall market, DTO
technologies are becoming collaborative, automated, and intelligent. The adoption of
automation, machine learning, and AI is amongst the most significant trends and is
expected to influence several technology markets during 2022-2025. Machine
learning and artificial intelligence are expected to drive the next generation of data
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management and analytics solutions with the emergence of self-aware platforms that
integrate human, data, and technologies.
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Competitive Landscape and Analysis
Quadrant Knowledge Solutions conducted an in-depth analysis of the major DTO
solution vendors by evaluating their products, market presence, and customer value
proposition. The evaluation is based on primary research with expert interviews,
analysis of use cases, and Quadrant's internal analysis of the overall DTO market. This
research study includes analysis of various key vendors including Ardoq, Arrayworks,
Bee360, BiZZdesign, BOXARR, BOC Group, BusinessOptix, CANEA, Celonis, Cosmo
Tech, Holocentric, IBM, iGrafx, Interfacing Technologies, Mavim, Ortelius, QPR
Software, QualiWare, Signavio, and Software AG.
DTO solution market is steel in the emerging stage with the presence of a variety of
vendors supporting the digital twin of an organization solution. Global DTO solution
market constitutes vendors specializing in Enterprise Business Process Analysis
solution, Enterprise Performance Management solution, Process Mining solution, and
such others. While all the leading vendors support primary use cases of DTO, the
breadth and depth of features and functionalities along with an ability to support a
range of use cases may significantly differ between different vendors offerings.
Software AG offers business transformation solutions through promoting a consistent
flow of data and fueling hybrid integration and the Industrial internet of things (IoT).
Software AG’s ARIS Process Mining platform provides insights into operational data,
promotes the analysis of actual business functionalities along with the best-case and
compliant scenarios. Signavio is a leading provider of business process management
solutions and offers the Business Transformation Suite – an integrated solution that
supports modelling, process mining, and execution. The suite provides canvas-based
modelling of business processes, creating models on notions including ArchiMate &
BPMN – within a canvas and supporting drag and drop capabilities. It also promotes
process analytics and investigation capabilities, which ensures detailed process
investigations and reveals key metrics for continuous monitoring. Celonis is a leading
provider of execution management system (EMS) solutions. Its EMS platform acts as
an intelligent layer on top the business systems along with leveraging a complete set
of process improvement tools, including process mining & automation. The platform
assists companies in managing key aspects of business execution, including
management, analytics, and automation.
CANEA is a leading provider of management consulting and IT solutions. It offers the
CANEA ONE product suite, which is a multilingual out-of-the-box management system
platform which links the companies' strategy with its day-to-day operations. It is an
intuitive and easy-to-use low-code platform with out-of-the-box functionalities,
enabling effective business management by integrating processes, strategies, and
projects. It also includes a variety of modules like process, strategy, and workflow.
Cosmo Tech offers solutions for the optimization of complex systems, augmented
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intelligence, and optimization and simulation of industrial system processes. The
company provides the Simulation Digital Twins platform which is built on a complex
system modelling language (CoSML), and promotes simplified representation of
hierarchical and heterogeneous systems, in a multi-scalar environment.
IBM offers digital twin of an organization (DTO), process mining, digital transformation,
and operational intelligence solutions for analyzing & full management of business
process improvements, along with the prediction of future trends and in-depth
process analysis. The platform’s advanced analytics capability continuously monitors
resource bottlenecks, alignment of KPIs and process deviation, and allied activities for
efficient analysis. QualiWare is a global business modelling software and consultancy
provider helping organizations with their business process management, enterprise
architecture, optimization initiatives, and quality management. It offers QualiWare X an enterprise architecture and business management tool that enables organizations
to transform through collaboration and smart management. The platform improves the
organization’s performance with its integrated smart collaboration function, which
efficiently utilizes the digital twins, business ecosystem, and customer journeys. QPR
Software provides solutions for enterprise architecture, performance & process
management, strategy execution, & process mining, and offers the QPR business
operating system (BOS), which includes integrated modules like its flagship product
QPR ProcessAnalyzer for process mining & analytics. The company offers a robust
DTO supporting business operating system software, promoting business process
modeling, and is connected to automated business process discovery along with
analysis of ERP transactional-level operative data.
The DTO market surely has several strong contenders. With continuously evolving
global technology scenarios, faster adoption rates, and compelling developments
happening round the clock, the vendors need to also keep up with the evolving
requirements and business needs. Ultimately, any solution that eases the burden of
the workforce and increases their productivity always brings the maximum value to
the table. Hence, the vendors could make the best use of the current situation for
innovating & establishing themselves in future.
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Competitive Differentiators
Most DTO vendors provide comprehensive functionalities to support various use
cases, their technology and customer value proposition. While that might differ based
on their customer size, industry vertical, geographical markets, and organizationspecific requirements. The digital environment is continuously transforming, requiring
vendors to expand their R&D budget and continuously enhances their platform’s value
proposition to ensure future market needs. Users should partner with DTO vendors
with robust technology strategy and roadmap for improving their platform features &
functionalities, product strategy, and alignment with emerging transformational trends.
The vendor’s ability to accommodate emerging technology trends, including the
sophistication of technology platform, integration & interoperability, ease of
implementation, use cases support, AI/ML, insight driven, vendor domain knowledge
& experience, product roadmap strategies are increasingly becoming key
differentiators for selecting DTO solution:
 The Sophistication of Technology Platform: Users are advised to conduct a
comprehensive evaluation of different DTO vendors before purchasing. A DTO
solution depends entirely on the ability to create a sophisticated representation
of the business scenarios and extract meaningful data, intelligent, logical
reasoning, and advanced data analytics capabilities. For the same, the vendors
are offering a robust technology platform which is capable of importing,
handling, processing, and incorporating a variety of data sets from various
business departments and operational fields with a precise operational
understanding. A well-built technology platform is capable of replicating and
simulating ‘instances’ under various conditions to increase the understanding
of the process. An advanced technology platform also assists business leaders
in precise scenario planning, exploring & choosing the optimum options, and
in risk minimization for the companies’ decided path of operations.
 Integration and Interoperability: The DTO can integrate processes through
adapters/connectors like RESTful APIs, message-oriented middleware
(MOM), files and databases to receive and send data. The platforms also have
adapters for web services, packaged applications, or sensor data in event
streams or historical databases. The vendors are also offering seamless
integration with collaborative tools that help employees to accomplish their
tasks more efficiently. Users should evaluate the DTO solution that provides
an integral approach to operate and transform the processes and structure of
the whole organization.
 Ease of Implementation: While the DTO solution has earned a solid reputation
for delivering quick ROI, its implementation is still considered a challenge
amongst the organizations. DTO solution should support large enterprises'
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needs with its scalable technical architecture that allows for load-balanced
deployment across multiple organizational processes. The DTO ensures that
organizations are safeguarded from potential vulnerabilities in the context of
business lifecycle uncertainty, product safety & security, uncertainty in the
operational cycle, and repeatability of operations. The DTO also promotes a
streamlined day-to-day operational sequence of the activities and real-time
cross-functional collaboration. It offers lesser time to model and to visualize
the organization as a whole, along with ensuring ease of analyzing and
understanding the operational virtual model. The more simplified and easier to
implement the DTO, the higher is the probability and rate of adoption, thus
promoting an exponential increase in operational efficiency. The users should
also evaluate vendors that have the ability to capture automation, innovation,
process improvement, transformation opportunities in less time.
 Supporting a Variety of Use Cases: A DTO primarily drives the digital
transformation, reduces process redundancies, and promotes a configured
enterprise architecture capable of handling a variety of system complexities.
The DTO is meant to mirror the entire organizational system to understand the
technology trends and leverage & accommodate technologies like AI, ML and
IoT into the purview of the organizational jurisdiction seamlessly. A DTO ideally
supports a plethora of use cases in practically any field of operation globally,
and the potential to tap into it is practically unlimited. A DTO could be used for
improved

enterprise-level

decision-making,

customer

experience

management, impact on change communication within the organization,
monitoring business transformations in the digital context, amalgamating the
project implementation and project strategy, cost optimization, and
benchmarking & streamlining operational tasks. Users should evaluate the
DTO vendors that support their organization-specific and industry-specific use
cases to ensure an enhanced technology ownership experience.
 Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML) Capabilities: A DTO is
highly efficient in predictive analysis and predictive modelling. This involves
collating large chunks of data spread across a certain period and continuously
comparing individual parameters from the available data sets to the newer data
packets being added into the repository. This process is executed on a realtime basis and implemented with immediate feedback, and with corresponding
corrections in the output values.ML, AI, and big data analytics are the primary
drivers which differentiate organizations’ operational excellence from one
another. Thus, an organizational setup heavily reliant on a process-driven
approach would further have the autonomy to communicate with different
processes, gather and compare critical data points, and gauge the need to
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tweak certain parameters as per requirement– all in a virtually simulated
environment.
 Smarter Insights - Data-Driven and Human-Based: Modern business
environment is quite complex owing to exponentially increasing data packets
being generated, intricate processes and complex human behaviour and the
interrelation and interdependencies between them. A DTO is capable of
providing key insights and predictive suggestions based on the available data
and process information. By utilizing intelligent data handling tools, business
analysis, automatic task management, and the incorporation of human
behavior patterns and actions, the system can come up with better and more
realistic solutions for manageable process workflows. Hence, many vendors
are focusing on offering smarter insights by combining both data-driven
insights with a touch of human operations management.
 Scalability: Previously, organizations would focus on individual monitoring
devices for recording and analyzing process flows from the inventory to the
delivery and understanding the run-time data to figure out the downtime,
maintenance requirements, process output efficiency and improvements, as
and when required. Nowadays, companies seek wide predictive maintenance,
critical asset deployment analysis, and system & network monitoring. Thus,
the scalability of the DTO solution is critical for integrating the increasing
number of processes, systems, departments, and stakeholders. Scalability
also helps redefine and visualize the organizational mission and redesign the
processes and technology offerings since it provides an elaborate
understanding of the organization’s capacity to perform if the scale of
operations was to increase multiple times and whether there would be any
breakdowns in the functioning of the system operations.
 Vendors Domain Knowledge and Industry Experience: As the DTO market is
evolving, the users should evaluate vendors based on their specific domain
knowledge to provide an innovative, holistic virtual representation of the
organization’s process and position themselves as the provider of the wide
range of use cases. Users are also advised to consider the vendor's capability
of offering advanced technological tools like AI/ML into their platform in
forecasting, planning, and predefining what next step should be taken to
continuously improve process outcomes. Users must carefully examine
vendors who are replacing tools in the areas of enterprise architecture
management, IT financial management, strategy execution management, task
management, and project & portfolio management.
 Product strategy and Roadmap: Provision of DTO requires a systematic
understanding of the application for which the system needs to be used, along
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with keeping track of the current technological trends and value propositions
that are expected by organizations. Further, DTO vendors focuses more on
technological and simulation enhancements and fast-track situation-specific
insights making use of advanced analytics, including AI & ML, for better
predictive modelling. Faster and smarter insights utilizing predictive data
modelling and analytics, increased support for a variety of use cases, and
enhanced platform integration capabilities are some of the product strategies
that vendors are looking forward for incorporation. Additionally, increasing
support for big data, IoT data, and event data, along with a focus on
comprehensive surveillance solutions with sophisticated data integration and
analytics capabilities, would result in the incorporation of customized model
development and propel the existing process and workflow technologies.
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Market Direction for Digital Twin of an
Organization Solution
The Digital twin of organization platform vendors are focusing on replacing the tools
in the areas of enterprise architecture management, customer relationship
management, IT financial management, task, project & portfolio management, and
strategy execution management. It will also be enhancing its simulation capabilities to
provide a real-time update of the processes with an integrated view through reporting
and analytics dashboards. The vendors are planning to offer agile methods to be
utilized by the production and process execution teams.
The vendors are continuously focusing on strengthening the integration capabilities
with tools like Jira, Microsoft, ServiceNow, Gitlab and others. Additionally, the vendors
also focus on improving simulation capabilities for more input variables, more complex
modelling, and more comprehensive business cases. It also offers tools such as
collaborative design and multi-phase/multi-state transformation. Furthermore, major
focus is provided on enhancing standard operating procedure features, knowledge
assessment and Kanban functionality, knowledge graphs, auto-notation of models
based on data, and context workforce optimization insights.
The future of DTO will be driven by continuous focus and delivery of model-driven
configuration and a low code/no-code approach. The vendors would provide data
ingestion enhancements for future performance and user experience performance.
Moreover, enhancement in new risk and value framework based on custom and
monetized KPI (risk-based planning) and increased range of modelling use-cases
("live-simulation" using real-time data updates for asset management) will be seen in
the coming future. The vendors would also be focusing on expanding mining
capabilities and integration with sentiment data providers along with enterprise
modelling & process governance capability. Additionally, enhancement in connectivity
& data management capability through integrations will improve the data management
layer. There will be a continuous focus on enhancing business accelerators for content
packages, including models, metrics, and other process-relevant artifacts to
accelerate time to value.
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SPARK Matrix™: Strategic Performance
Assessment and Ranking
Quadrant Knowledge Solutions’ SPARK Matrix provides a snapshot of the market
positioning of the key market participants. SPARK Matrix provides a visual
representation of market participants and provides strategic insights on how each
supplier ranks related to their competitors, concerning various performance
parameters based on the category of technology excellence and customer impact.
Quadrant's Competitive Landscape Analysis is a useful planning guide for strategic
decision makings, such as finding M&A prospects, partnership, geographical
expansion, portfolio expansion, and others.
Each market participant is analyzed against several parameters of Technology
Excellence and Customer Impact. In each of the parameters (see charts), an index is
assigned to each supplier from 1 (lowest) to 10 (highest). These ratings are designated
to each market participant based on the research findings. Based on the individual
participant ratings, X and Y coordinate values are calculated. These coordinates are
finally used to make SPARK Matrix.

Evaluation Criteria: Technology Excellence
 The sophistication of Technology: The ability to provide comprehensive
functional capabilities and product features, technology innovations,
product/platform architecture, and such others
 Competitive Differentiation Strategy: The ability to differentiate from
competitors through functional capabilities and/or innovations and/or GTM
strategy, customer value proposition, and such others.
 Application Diversity: The ability to demonstrate product deployment for a
range of industry verticals and/or multiple use cases.
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 Scalability: The ability to demonstrate that the solution supports enterprisegrade scalability along with customer case examples.
 Integration & Interoperability: The ability to offer product and technology
platforms supporting integration with multiple best-of-breed technologies,
providing out-of-the-box integrations, and open API support and services.
 Vision & Roadmap: Evaluation of the vendor's product strategy and roadmap
with the analysis of key planned enhancements to offer superior
products/technology and improve the customer ownership experience.

Evaluation Criteria: Customer Impact
 Product Strategy & Performance: Evaluation of multiple aspects of product
strategy and performance in terms of product availability, price to performance
ratio, excellence in GTM strategy, and other product-specific parameters.
 Market Presence: The ability to demonstrate revenue, client base, and market
growth along with a presence in various geographical regions and industry
verticals.
 Proven Record: Evaluation of the existing client base from SMB, mid-market
and large enterprise segment, growth rate, and analysis of the customer case
studies.
 Ease of Deployment & Use: The ability to provide superior deployment
experience to clients supporting flexible deployment or demonstrate superior
purchase, implementation, and usage experience. Additionally, vendors'
products are analyzed to offer a user-friendly UI and ownership experience.
 Customer Service Excellence: The ability to demonstrate vendors capability to
provide a range of professional services from consulting, training, and support.
Additionally, the company's service partner strategy or system integration
capability across geographical regions is also considered.
 Unique Value Proposition: The ability to demonstrate unique differentiators
driven by ongoing industry trends, industry convergence, technology
innovation, and such others.
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SPARK Matrix™: Digital Twin of an Organization (DTO)
Solution
Strategic Performance Assessment and Ranking

Figure: 2022 SPARK Matrix™
(Strategic Performance Assessment and Ranking)
Digital Twin of an Organization (DTO) Solution Market
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Vendor Profiles
Following are the profiles of the leading DTO solution vendors with a global impact.
The following vendor profiles are written based on the information provided by the
vendor's executives as part of the research process. Quadrant research team has also
referred to the company's website, whitepapers, blogs, and other sources for writing
the profile. A detailed vendor profile and analysis of all the vendors, along with various
competitive scenarios, are available as a custom research deliverable to our clients.
Users are advised to directly speak to respective vendors for a more comprehensive
understanding of their technology capabilities. Users are advised to consult Quadrant
Knowledge Solutions before making any purchase decisions, regarding DTO
technology and vendor selection based on research findings included in this research
service.
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Bee360
URL: www.bee360.com
Bee360 was founded in 2003 and is headquartered in Karlsruhe, Germany. The
company provides a holistic overview that connects different areas such as strategy,
enterprise architecture, project and portfolio management, and financials. By
connecting these areas, the users proactively design and transform organizations
strategies to meet business goals. Bee360 digital twin of an organization (DTO) offers
various key features & capabilities that provides a holistic view, department-level
integration, system integration, modelling and mapping organizational structure,
performance analysis, and training.
The platform offers a comprehensive integration of different organizational areas that
provide a holistic view of the whole organization activities. It also provides integration
across different levels of an organization, internal and external, to offer a common
view and common language. Additionally, the company enables users to have
seamless integration of expert systems, such as CAx and production systems, that
enables a new level of cross-sectoral alignment. It also supports web services and
integration with other technologies to connect to various sources like SAP, Atlassian,
GitLab, ServiceNow, Remedy, Jira, and Teams.
The company also offers modelling and mapping of organizational structures,
business operation, and resources such as IT systems and people by offering EAM
integrated with ITSM, to provide a holistic view on IT systems. It also provides
replicated matrix of organizational structure and employees for showing work in
progress over multiple systems, their alignment to PPM and strategy. Additionally, it
offers process management capabilities that provides tailored support for all
employees, organization change management, and process change management.
Further, the project product and portfolio management integrated with resource and
finance management ensures the seamless work delivery along with demands and
issues/problems are aligned within the DTO platform.
The company also offers performance and analysis capability, which includes tailored
dashboards to show the KPIs on every level of the DTO. It also provides portfolio
techniques like agile, project, continuous improvements, services that are applied in
various ways of working to implement the improvements. The enterprise license
allows everyone to have access to the information present on the dashboard to make
the right decisions. Additionally, it offers multiple notifications processes that are
supported within the workflows like mail, team postings, tasks, and events on
dashboards, along with integrated risk management capabilities to monitor risks in
execution and operation (GRC module).
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The company offers integrated process management capability, which offers process
modelling to be used over the whole process lifecycle from designing, creating,
operating, and training the end-users, as well as collecting new demand for change.
It also offers integrated automated translation capabilities that utilize the (DeepL)
translation service for all content.
Analyst Perspective
Following is the analysis of the Bee360 platform’s capabilities in the global DTO
market:
 Bee360 DTO platform offers a holistic view of the organization’s processes to
understand the inter-dependencies between every process. It also integrates
different applications used for various purposes, such as using different
languages to resolve the system connection challenges. The company runs on
a principal approach to provide transparency on the relevant data for decentral
decision making. It also has five practices for adaptive IT governance which
includes simplicity of vision and strategies, employee empowerment, ways of
working (whether waterfall, agile or hybrid), flow management, and scaling and
compliance for every user which leads to fast execution, holistic management,
and effective steering of the business processes.
 Some of the key differentiators for the Bee360 DTO platform includes
providing an integrated approach to operate and transform processes and
structures. The platform is easy to use and offers with an enterprise license
that speeds up the rollout to benefit every user without additional cost.
Additionally, the company provides concepts that can be easily applied and
accessed from out of the tool for the whole organization, such as planning and
steering with portfolio simulations, rolling forecasts, or critical chain multiproject management. Moreover, it offers seamless integration with a variety
of daily used tools like MS Teams, Confluence, etc., which helps employees to
complete their tasks easily. Lastly, Bee360 replaces many expert tools in the
area of enterprise architecture management (EA), project portfolio
management

(PPM),

IT

financial

management,

strategy

execution

management and project and task management.
 The company holds a strong customer base, including some leading brands
across industry verticals such as manufacturing, logistics and transportation,
healthcare and life science, energy and utilities, automotive and many more.
In terms of geographical presence, Bee360 has a commanding presence over
the European Union followed by North America, especially in the USA, and the
Asia Pacific region. It also has a significant presence in Canada, Middle East
& Africa, and Latin America. The company caters to various use cases like
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digital business optimization and transformation, enterprise performance and
cost optimization, operational excellence, and customer experience.
 The primary challenges of Bee360 include the growing competition in the DTO
market from emerging vendors with innovative technology offerings, who are
targeting all sizes of organizations to gain a strong market position. However,
with its comprehensive technology, innovative offerings based on their
approach for fast execution and practices for adaptive IT governance with
effective competitive and growth strategies, Bee360 is well-positioned to grow
its market share in the global DTO market while targeting enterprises.
 In terms of the technology roadmap, Bee360 would continuously strengthen
the integration capabilities. The company is also focusing on strengthening its
interfacing capabilities with native add-ins to major tools in this space which
includes Jira, ServiceNow, Gitlab and others to further improve execution.
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BusinessOptix
URL: www.businessoptix.com
BusinessOptix was founded in 2011 and is headquartered in London, UK and Kansas
City, USA. The company offers a cloud-first, comprehensive software as a service
platform that focuses on process discovery, modelling, and transformation.
BusinessOptix offers various key features & capabilities, including process mining,
rapid process discovery, process mapping, pattern matching and gap analysis,
transformation opportunity management, simulation analytics & scenarios, real-time
dashboards, GRC module, data integration, and collaboration.
The platform utilizes data mined from business systems to automatically create
process models annotated with meta-data. The visualization of the model from mined
processes can be used to keep a DTO model in step with changes to the operational
reality and can be used as an ongoing assessment in the customer’s operational
excellence programs. Additionally, the rapid capture survey solution can be used to
collect knowledge from process participants where data cannot be mined (manual
processes), from a system that cannot deliver the necessary log data, or when data
mining is not cost- and time-effective. The survey information allows process
participants to add value without understanding the process or BPMN terminology.
The survey forms are easily managed by business users so that each form is
customized to the specific process and use case.
The company allows business users to build a variety of models easily and intuitively
by utilizing drag-and-drop modeling. The collaboration capabilities allow team
members and process participants to provide input, comments, suggestions, and
review and approve. Models are supported by a robust, extensible meta-data layer
allowing for a variety of metrics to be associated with models and process steps.
Supported model types include BPMN process, customer journey, data model, master
data, lean value stream, free format diagramming, tasks/standard operating
procedures, and architecture. It also supports the dynamic compare of "as is" process
models (auto generated from mined/rapid capture or traditionally created) with a best
practice library of the processes which identify process drift and potential
improvement opportunities.
The company’s opportunity management capability enables clients to capture all the
opportunities—automation, innovation, process improvement, and transformation—to
prioritize and manage all activities in a single dashboard. This helps transformation
owners and designers to triage, assess, compare, sequence, and ultimately approve
those initiatives that make up the overall program. This capability also provides an
ongoing continuous improvement framework so that the DTO can enable customers
to enable and embed their operational excellence culture. The company also supports
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the visualization of process metrics, change opportunities, KPI impacts, transformation
performance, and ROI calculations in standard charts and tables to enable crossfunctional, fact-based decision making by using intuitive drag, drop, and drill-down
capabilities.
BusinessOptix’ new CXO dashboard connects these opportunities and
transformations to an organization’s corporate goals by linking low level
transformation benefits (identified and modeled in a DTO) with high level executive
KPIs. By automatically showing the impact of the planned – or underway –
transformation activity on corporate goals, the CXO dashboard enables a more
confident and faster program, reduces the risk of failure and unnecessary costs, and
will enable the delivery of more relevant outcomes.
The company’s GRC module provides executives and compliance & operational
teams with the tools to proactively manage reputational, financial, and operational
risks in an environment that links GRC with operations, supports collaboration
between teams, and enables seamless remote working. Additionally, it integrates with
a range of other systems for continuous mining and resource reference data.
The company also supports collaboration capability to provide easy access to
comments and discussions. Comments can be made within work instructions enabling
frontline staff to provide feedback more easily to process owners as well as
workspaces where users can access and work on models and processes. Additionally,
it supports collaboration with stakeholders to capture business requirements, user
stories to validate the virtual models. It also manages change and transformation with
T-maps (built from the gap analysis and scenario modelling) by utilizing Kanban
methods for work instructions to standardize operations.
Analyst Perspective
Following is the analysis of BusinessOptix’s platform capabilities in the global DTO
market:
 BusinessOptix DTO offers a robust platform built on Microsoft Azure IaaS
architecture with deployments in the UK, Australia, and the USA. The platform
is also offered on Microsoft Azure Government in the US. The platform is built
upon widely supported and scalable frameworks and technologies from front
to back end—Azure SQL, VM and App, .Net, C#, and JavaScript. Additionally,
it maintains 99.9+% (24/7) uptime and availability on all platforms in all regions.
 Some of the key differentiators for the BusinessOptix DTO platform include an
end-to-end transformation platform that has the ability to model an
organization from multiple angles: top-down, bottom-up, cross-functional,
and/or at detailed levels within a single area. The platform can also easily
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integrate into the enterprise using single-sign-on. Additionally, the platform is
secured with a ISO27001 accredited ISMS (BSI ISO 27001) that supports
client requirements for secure access to data (such as PII data) in the cloud.
Moreover, the company offers flexibility for customization to meet the unique
needs of large organizations without losing its core focus.
 The company holds a strong customer base, including some of the leading
brands across industry verticals such as financial services, healthcare & life
sciences, logistics & transportation, construction, government & public sector,
CPG & retail, manufacturing, and many more. In terms of geographical
presence, BusinessOptix has an extensive customer base in the EU and the
UK, followed by North America, especially the USA. Furthermore, they are
increasingly growing their presence in the Asia Pacific region as well. The
company caters to various use cases, including digital transformation,
operational resilience, Centers of Excellence, and tactical improvement
delivery.
 With its comprehensive technology, innovative offerings, and effective
competitive and growth strategies, BusinessOptix is well-positioned to grow its
share in the global DTO market while targeting enterprises. To maintain a
strong market position amidst the growing competition in the DTO market from
emerging vendors with innovative technology offerings, BusinessOptix targets
all sizes of organizations.
 In terms of technology roadmap, BusinessOptix will continue improving their
discovery capabilities by enhancing their process mining, rapid process
discovery, data import and transformation functionality, as well as launch
natural language processing to better identify risks. They will also be
enhancing their variant management functionality and launch a
recommendation engine. In line with this, BusinessOptix is improving its
simulation capabilities for more input variables, more complex modeling, and
more comprehensive business cases. The company is also planning to launch
tools

such

as

collaborative

designer

and

multi-phase/multi-state

transformation. Finally, they will further focus on enhancing standard operating
procedure features, forms, and Kanban functionality, as well as launch
knowledge assessment, knowledge graphs, auto-notation of models based on
data, and context workforce optimization insights.
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CANEA
URL: www.canea.com
Founded in 1994 and headquartered in Gothenburg, Sweden, CANEA is a
management consulting, IT solutions, and training firm. CANEA offers CANEA ONE
product suite with a unique set of capabilities for performance, process, project, and
content management. CANEA ONE is a multilingual out-of-the-box management
system platform that links company strategy with its day-to-day operations. The
company enables effective business management by integrating strategies, projects,
processes, use cases, and documents. Further the company includes various
modules such as strategy, project, process, workflow and document.
CANEA strategy aligns employees with the organization’s current strategic direction
by communicating and linking objectives, initiatives, and activities to keep everyone
on the same page. CANEA project offers a comprehensive project and portfolio
management capability which allows project managers to handle important projects
by collaborating with the team and to run projects with best-practice methodology.
The company also offers simple and intuitive process modeling by linking documents,
databases, and applications with clickable process models. The CANEA process
module is designed for business users to easily change their process maps when
needed so that they always reflect the current situation.
The CANEA workflow module manages administrative processes and all types of
human-centric workflows such as claims, deviations, accidents, audits, risk, and HR
processes. The module automates administrative processes, creates process-driven
applications quickly, define, deploy, and improve workflows, and analyze and monitor
process performance. CANEA document enables users to find, share, and secure all
types of documents and information from a lifecycle perspective. The system supports
all steps of the document lifecycle from creation to archiving.
CANEA ONE offers role-based dashboards to provide the relevant and desired set of
information and to monitor KPIs. The company also allow users to keep track of social
communication during the project activity with the help of e-mail, skype, or slack with
a flexible platform that adapts to the consumers’ needs using a simple configuration.
Thus, providing its consumers with applications that fit all the processes and can be
modified according to the process changes. CANEA ONE’s DTO functionality
supports various use cases concerning operational excellence, digital transformation,
and performance optimization.
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Analyst Perspective
Following is the analysis of CANEA ONE's capabilities in the digital twin of an
organization (DTO) platforms market:
 CANEA ONE is an intuitive and easy to use low-code platform with out-of-thebox functionality. Coming from the house of CANEA, CANEA ONE offers a
solid foundation with long experience in IT, management consulting and
training, enabling a great understanding of the end-user.
 CANEA ONE’s key technological differentiators include a comprehensive,
integrated, powerful, and future-proof solution providing support from strategy
to execution. CANEA ONE’s customizable role-based dashboards enable easy
visualization of the strategy and offer a quick drill-down into details of each
goal, KPI, initiative, action, and such others. The platform is economical for
organizations as it is easy to deploy, use, and maintain. Furthermore, being a
modular system, CANEA ONE offers native integration between strategy
management, project management, document management, workflow
management, and process management, which links strategy with day-to-day
operations for improved efficiency and profitability.
 The company holds a strong customer base, including some of the leading
brands across industry verticals such as manufacturing, healthcare & lifesciences, govt & public sectors, transport & logistics, food and beverages, and
energy & utilities. In terms of geographical presence CANEA has a
commanding presence across the European region. It also has significant
presence in the Middle East & Africa. The company caters variety of use cases
which includes operational excellence, digital transformation, and
performance optimization.
 The primary challenges before CANEA include market awareness and
educating the consumers about the advantages of incorporating DTO into their
business processes. However, with its sophisticated integrated suite offerings,
expertise in serving the unique needs of the users, CANEA is well positioned
to expand its market share in the global DTO market.
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Celonis
URL: www.celonis.com
Celonis was founded in 2011 and is headquartered in Munich, Germany. The
company offers digital twin of an organization through its execution management
system platform which enables companies to run their business processes entirely on
data and intelligence. The company offers various key features & functionalities,
including real-time data ingestion, process & task mining, planning & simulation, visual
& daily management.
The company’s real time data ingestion capabilities offer pre-built process connectors,
real time data connections, simplified data transformation, task mining, and extractor
builder. The pre-built process connectors extract system process data from cloud,
enterprise and legacy systems in the form of event logs. The real-time data connection
tools automate data extraction and transformation to meet the needs of business with
customizable scheduling capability. Simplify data transformation allows users to
transform noisy system data into process models with pre-built, system and process
specific transformation using drag-and-drop tools. The task mining tools easily
manage and update all of the task mining agents running on employee desktops. The
extractor builder easily creates reusable data extractors for any system that offers a
REST API.
The company also offer process and task mining capability which provides tools such
as analytic visualization, automation, best practice benchmarking, drag and drop
customization and multi-event log. The analytic visualization enables users to identify
execution gaps and their causes. Automation capability identifies manual process
steps in the process that will impact on organization’s key KPIs. Additionally, multi
event logs enables users to understand influence of processes on each other with
modular and extensible data models that tackle challenges such as parallelism and
data duplications. It can also create complex graph networks through Multi Object
Link tool.
The company’s planning and simulation feature offers process simulation that uses
advanced machine learning to simulate various process scenarios and run ‘what if’
analyses to offer a plan for every situation. The process repository capability imports
an existing process model or create directly from systems using process mining.
Additionally, conformance checking change and codify process model and
continuously monitor progress. Moreover, the visual and daily management feature
offers executive control center that provides visibility into execution capacity KPIs and
automatically identify major gaps. The operational steering view enables team leaders
to maximize team execution capacity with KPI monitoring, specific team-wide
recommended actions, and process insights. Also, the daily task view provides frontCopyright 2022 © Quadrant Knowledge Solutions Private Limited
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line workers with a view tailored to their daily activities, automating manual tasks,
exposing potential execution gaps, and showing the historical path of each item.
Analyst Perspective
Following is the analysis of Celonis’ platform capabilities in the global digital twin of
an organization market:
 Celonis’ execution management system platform that provides full suite of
apps that enables users to run business on data and intelligence to drive
actionable decisions and automation. The company specialized in process
mining, task mining, business and robotic process automation, business
analytics, business process and many other solutions.
 Some of the key differentiators for Celonis’ DTO platform are action flow
features with tools like execution intelligence, drag-and -drop builder, prebuilt
automation & connectivity, and transparency & traceability which audit
automation in real time with automation discovery and impact analysis,
advanced error handling, and debugging of data.
 The company holds a strong customer base, including some of the leading
brands across industry verticals such as manufacturing, telecommunication,
information technology, transportation, airlines and many more. In terms of
geographical presence, Celonis has a commanding presence over the
European Union followed by North America, especially in the USA. The
company caters to a variety of use cases, including automation and RPA, IT
system migration, process excellence, inventory management, and order
management.
 The primary challenges of Celonis include the growing competition in the DTO
market from emerging vendors with innovative technology offerings that are
targeting all sizes of organizations to gain a strong market position. However,
with its comprehensive technology, innovative offerings, and effective
competitive and growth strategies, Celonis is well-positioned to grow its share
in the global DTO market while targeting enterprises.
 In terms of technology roadmap, Celonis would continuously focus on
enhancing customer experience, cost and performance optimization and
operational excellence use cases by utilizing DTO platform. The company is
also focusing on improving by incorporating KPIs and root cause analysis tools.
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Cosmo Tech
URL: www.cosmotech.com
Cosmo Tech was founded in 2010 and is headquartered in Lyon, Rhone, France. The
company designs simulation digital twins’ solutions that simulate operational strategies
to solve complex industrial problems and lead enterprise decision making. Cosmo Tech
utilizes Hybrid-AI technology for a new class of holistic, strategically driven simulation
with action-oriented recommendations. Cosmo Tech offers Simulation Digital Twin
solutions which support Digital Twin of an Organization (DTO). These solutions offer
various key features & capabilities including 360° holistic view, data import and
configuration, simulate, compare & optimize ("how-to" scenarios), predictive analytics
("what-if" scenarios), alternative scenario comparison, optimization at different time
horizons, sensitivity analysis, asset management, risk management, alerts, generate
reports, and export & share results.
The platform provides a 360° holistic view capability that offers dynamic and connected
digital replicas to simulate entire business ecosystems. It also provides data import and
configuration for dynamic and complete operational systems and sub-systems workflow
visualization. Additionally, the company offers simulate, compare & optimize ("how-to"
scenarios) capability to provide a step-by-step implementation instruction for short, mid,
and long-term actions plans.
The company also offers predictive analytics ("what-if" scenarios) capability to customize
and identify "what-if" scenarios for any time scale, system, set of constraints or available
resources to evaluate the future impact of business decisions across the organization.
The alternative scenarios comparison quickly reveals inefficiencies and opportunities
through cascading effects. The "what-if" simulations and "how-to" optimizations allow
end-users to compare and simulate alternative scenarios, ensuring efficiency and
uniformity across the value chain.
The company enables users to utilize the technology at different time horizons while
receiving accurate predictions over any time scale, from the next 10 minutes to the next
10 years or more. It also offers sensitivity analysis capability to ensure the robustness
and reliability of operational plans in the face of unexpected events. Additionally, asset
management enables users to forecast asset conditions and optimize asset management
strategies with a tactical and realistic plan.
The company offers risk management capability for optimizing scenarios and plans to
achieve a balance between risks, costs, and quality of service. The alert capability
provides an early alert of potential bottlenecks in the production line to understand what
actions to take, when and where. The report generation feature generates reports and
reliable plans calculated specifically for chosen KPIs. It also exports and shares results
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with configurable and customizable visualization dashboards to align and meet
stakeholders’ expectations.
Analyst Perspective
Following is the analysis of Cosmo Tech’s platform capabilities in the global DTO market:
 Cosmo Tech offers an open-source platform for business accelerators
components – (WebApp, dashboards, data integration and analytics) and
managed services components – (Model Catalog, Model STUDIO, and APIs)
that enable partners and clients to start using the platform themselves, for
building the digital twin solutions. The solution can be quickly implemented
and scaled from a defined project to the complete industrial value chain. The
company is also partnering with Microsoft Azure Digital Twin to offer a fully
featured simulation platform that delivers all the essential capabilities of an
enterprise-scale digital twin.
 Some of the key differentiators for Cosmo Tech’s DTO platform include a
dynamic and 360° holistic simulation which can replicate the dynamic
functioning of an organization's ecosystem, including physical entities,
financial assets, human resources, processes, workflows, and constraints. The
company’s solution can be connected to real world data sources and
synchronized in real-time from previously disparate systems and devices to
make automated decisions based on real-time outcomes of thousands of
simultaneous simulations. The company offers an open-source platform and a
proprietary modeling language and environment with the freedom of choosing
a modeling paradigm that best fits the business needs as well as provides the
right approach at the right time. Additionally, the company offers simulationdriven analytics which provides unlimited predictive "what-if" simulations and
prescriptive "how-to" optimizations.
 The company holds a strong customer base including some of the leading
brands across industry verticals such as manufacturing, automotive, energy
and utilities, electronics & semi-conductor, urbanism/smart city, mobility,
construction, government & public sector, and CPG & retail. In terms of
geographical presence, Cosmo Tech has a commanding presence over the
European Union, followed by North America, especially in the USA. The
company caters to a variety of use cases which include production planning
and control, factory planning and scheduling, strategic sourcing, asset
obsolescence management, maintenance optimization, asset investment
optimization, and integrated asset planning.
 The primary challenges of Cosmo Tech include the growing competition in the
DTO market from emerging vendors with innovative technology offerings.
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They are targeting enterprise customers to gain a strong market position.
However, with its comprehensive technology, innovative offerings, and
effective competitive and growth strategies, Cosmo Tech is well-positioned to
grow its share in the global DTO market while targeting enterprises.
 In terms of technology roadmap, Cosmo Tech would continuously focus on
model-driven configuration and a low code/no-code approach. It will also focus
on offering report performance (usage, performance, and domain metrics) by
capitalizing on custom web apps, improved workflow for data scientists, and
enhanced end-user experience. It is planning to provide data ingestion
enhancements for future performance and user experience performance.
Moreover, it offers new risk and value framework based on custom and
monetized KPI (risk-based planning). Lastly, it plans to provide an increased
range of modeling use-cases ("live-simulation" using real-time data updates
for asset management).
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IBM
URL: https://www.ibm.com/cloud/cloud-pak-for-business-automation/process-mining
Founded in 1911 and headquartered in Armonk, New York, IBM offers an operational
intelligence and digital transformation solution for full management of business
process improvement and transformation by automatically reading process data and
providing detailed, in-depth process analysis. IBM Process Mining technology and
capabilities are a result of IBM’s 2021 acquisition of myInvenio because of its unique
capability to automatically analyze processes and create simulations : a 'Digital Twin
of an Organization' and is now a part of IBM's AI-powered automation portfolio to
better manage process execution. It offers IBM Process Mining and Digital Twin of an
Organization (DTO) solutions to automatically analyze business processes, monitor,
and predict their future trends. The company offers various comprehensive key
features and functionalities which include automated discovery, continuous
monitoring, process optimization, and AI-powered automation.
The company automates the process discovery, mapping, analysis, and monitoring of
events and their properties in the existing business systems to compare them with the
expected results. It takes the existing data from the systems to automatically draw and
visualize the process and immediately provides analysis in terms of frequency and
case duration. IBM offers visual compliance and conformance checking of processes
and customizable KPIs to visualize the impact on SLA and process model. IBM offers
a process animation feature that enables daily monitoring of the process flows. The
company also offers a social network feature to identify the relations between various
resources and define new roles based on shared activities.
The company also enables customers to focus on the core processes and the issues
affecting these processes. It offers features such as process intelligence, variants
comparison, self-service data visualization, custom metrics, and process path
prediction. Additionally, task mining capability allows the users to perform discovery,
monitoring, and analysis of user interaction data on a desktop. This data can be used
to discover, monitor, and analyze a process that is not recorded in any of the
operational systems. It also offers a robust integration of the traditional approach with
automatic process discovery for better process governance. It also offers easy-to-use
plugins for smooth interaction. IBM offers numerous ready-to-use process modules
with a unique set of analyses and KPIs for a diverse range of industries. Thus, the
company offers automated discovery algorithms for process discovery, task mining,
business rules mining, and multi-level process mining.
The company also offers continuous monitoring of KPIs and costs, security
compliance, automation, and provides root cause analysis of the process bottlenecks
to enhance its functionality and deliver suitable outcomes. The company enables
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users to optimize processes using what-if scenarios, simulations, and ROI calculators.
It also provides automation recommendations on workflow through RPA technology.
Lastly, the company manages execution thru AI-powered automation by utilizing
Watson Orchestrate, IBM Cloud Pak for Business Automation, and other best-ofbreed automation platforms. Additionally, the company’s process excellence feature
provides continuous process transformation and improvements by discovering,
reimagining, automating, a nd observing the processes.
The company through its CXO priorities provide hybrid cloud transformation services
like modernizing and managing multicloud application and business cloud
transformation services like engaging customers, modernizing core business
operations while transforming talent and the future of work.
Analyst Perspective
Following is the analysis of IBM’s capabilities in the digital twin of an organization
platforms market:
 IBM provides a cloud platform for its variety of products. IBM Process Mining
provides a set of integrated software that helps organizations to automate
operational processes. Some of the differentiators for IBM’s Process Mining
capability include simulation of future processes, uncovering clear root
causes, multi-level process mining, task-mining, and RPA automatic
assessment. IBM Process Mining offers a simulation engine which can be used
to perform a what-if-analysis to evaluate the improvements in terms of lead
time and cost, generated by resource allocation, task robotization, and step
elimination. This stimulation engine helps the organization to examine the data
that can be imported into the IBM Process Mining platform through utilizing
the simulated data and by comparing it directly with the observed data. The
simulation engine is used to verify the impact of automation on the overall
process.
 The multi-level process mining provides the modeling for both flat-and multilevel processes. The task mining capability allows the organization to record
the user interactions by installing an agent on the desktop/machine of the user.
This agent records the actions (click, keystrokes, applications). This collected
data is then combined with process mining to provide insights on business and
task-level views of the business processes. The RPA candidates feature
combines process mining, task mining, business rules, and simulation to
automatically assess the activities, task candidates, and expected ROI.
 IBM has a significant geographical presence in European Union, the USA, and
APAC. The company holds a strong customer base including, the leading
brands across industry verticals such as banking & financial services,
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automotive, ICT, retail, pharma, energy, and utilities. The use cases for IBM’s
DTO include procure-to-pay, order-to-cash, master-to-cash,
management, customer services, and self-deriving systems.

account

 IBM's primary challenges include the growing competition from wellestablished and emerging vendors. The company may focus on catering to
mid-market to small enterprise needs and supporting more use cases. With its
sophisticated technology platform and comprehensive functional capabilities,
IBM is well-positioned to expand its market share in the global DTO market,
shortly.
 IBM’s strategic roadmap for the next few years includes a continuous focus on
the execution of capabilities like iBPMS, business rule engine, AI, and RPA to
connect CRM, ERP, legacy apps, and other systems. it is also focusing on
enhancing accelerators' capability for process discovery and task mining and
integrating more automation in the decision and action phase through hybrid
workflows. The company is also planning to automate the path of the process
through AI algorithms and bots to offer a self-driving organization.
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iGrafx
URL: www.igrafx.com
Founded in 1991 and headquartered in Tualatin, Oregon, USA, iGrafx offers a cloudbased business transformation and business process management platform to
identify, optimize, automate, and transform business processes. iGrafx offers various
key features & functionalities, including comprehensive mapping & modeling,
visualization, process simulation, process mining, AI/ML-powered predictive analytics,
seamless API connectors, and collaboration & communication.
The company offers a comprehensive mapping and modeling capability that allows
users to holistically map all the aspects of process and journey modeling. It helps
organizations to identify inefficient processes, automate them, and reduce
unnecessary tasks. It also provides users with meaningful dashboards to identify and
analyze data in journeys rather than processes. The company also offers visualization
capabilities from both a modeling and strategic planning perspective to compare
current state models and future state models. It allows users to compare multiple
states of models to create roadmaps for change and optimize the process.
Additionally, it enables users to deliver readily consumable visualizations that help
them engage with a border range of stakeholders across the organization.
The company also provides an industry-leading process simulation capability which
delivers both, the simplistic Monte Carlo type simulation, and the discrete event
simulation engine to analyze the scenario and resource planning to reduce the
complexities of an organization’s processes. The company also offers advanced
AI/ML-powered predictive analytics that predict all the end-to-end activities of the
process, the associated costs, and the duration, regardless of whether the activities
occur linearly or concurrently. Moreover, the company offers connectors in the form
of useable APIs to connect any system or sensor that clients need, i.e., non-standard
and in-house-built systems.
The company also offers a continuous process monitoring feature that connects the
repository-based models, including processes and journeys and overarching
strategies. Furthermore, the company offers effective communication & collaboration
capabilities with tools such as customizable dashboards, extensive reporting, and
easy sharing of information within and across teams and organizations.
The company also offers innovative process mining (patent pending) capabilities that
enable the theory (models) to be connected with the reality (systems) to provide factbased insights to go with traditional human-based insights to make smarter decisions
with higher degrees of certainty. The Process Explorer 360 process mining module
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enables users to deal with concurrent or parallel tasks/activities which directly
populate the modeling repository to capture and connect all the processes.
Analyst Perspective
Following is the analysis of iGrafx’s platform capabilities in the global digital twin of an
organization market:
 iGrafx’s platform offers process management and analysis solutions that
empower organizations to achieve maximum performance by identifying and
aligning strategy, people, processes, and technology to unite the entire
organization around delivering and optimizing business value. The company
offers an RPA assessment solution that combines strategic and governance
solutions. It also offers low-code/no-code automation solutions for business
users to create workflows with ease.
 Some of the key differentiators for iGrafx’s DTO platform include a process
mining (patent pending) engine that will analyze and model real-world process
execution to manage concurrent activities in a process to provide digital twin
support. The company also offers an AI/ML-based prediction engine that
enables levels of prediction accuracy for delivering faster, accurate, and
greater results to make real-time digital twins a practical reality. The company
also delivers fully integrated discrete event simulation with full calendaring
flexibility that enables resources to create real-world results and insights.
Furthermore, the company offers real-time monitoring of processes and
journeys, which is a key separator between static twins and dynamic twins,
which can easily connect with a large number of standard systems and custom
solutions.
 The company holds a strong customer base, including some of the leading
brands across industry verticals such as financial services, manufacturing,
automotive, healthcare & life sciences, logistics & transportation, electronics
& semiconductors, CPG & retail, food & beverages, and many others. In terms
of geographical presence, iGrafx has an equally commanding presence over
the USA and Europe, followed by the Middle East & Africa. It also has a
significant presence in the Asia-Pacific region. The company caters to a variety
of use cases, including Industry 4.0, digital transformation, supply chain
management, sales automation and management, inventory management, and
patient journey management.
 The primary challenges of iGrafx include the growing competition in the DTO
market from emerging vendors with innovative technology offerings. They are
targeting all sizes of organizations to gain a strong market position. However,
with its comprehensive technology, innovative offerings, and effective
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competitive and growth strategies, iGrafx is well-positioned to grow its share
in the global DTO market while targeting all sizes of organizations.
 In terms of technology roadmap, iGrafx would continue to focus on integrating
the mining, simulation and monitoring capabilities more broadly across the
solution to display data storage with context. Additionally, the company is
focusing on applying AI and ML to the solution to improve productivity. The
company will also focus on enhancing the automation insight and execution,
making it easier for the line of business managers to take and make the
decisions they need, and thus transform from a change platform to a business
operations platform.
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Mavim
URL: www.mavim.com
Mavim was founded in 1990 and is headquartered in the Noordwijk, Netherlands, with
additional offices in Boston and Bangalore. Mavim offers various key features &
functionalities, including modeling and analysis; customer interaction; support for
internal and external ecosystems, access to product and program data, KPIs, and
multiple measurement schemes; predictive process monitoring; adapters and
connectors to receive and send data; and notification & alerting.
The platform provides support for the modeling and analysis of business operations
in a larger business operating model context, indicating how capabilities and other
resources are deployed to deliver value to the stakeholders of the organization with
the link to day-to-day execution. The company also provides support for customer
interactions and customer journey maps and allows for customer segmentation and
sales & distribution channel segmentation. Additionally, it enables users to visualize
and understand business processes in relation to roles/responsibilities and necessary
applications/infrastructure models of resources such as machines, IT systems, and
people that perform the operations.
The company also provides support for internal and external ecosystems, depicting
user-generated content and external content relevant to the processes or business
operations

generated

by

social-media

collaboration

and

multi-channel

communication. It also provides access to project and program data to monitor project
and program progress and align with business outcomes. Furthermore, it provides
support for multiple measurement schemes such as operational performance
indicators, financial models, quality schemes, and SLAs, and how they work together
or interact within the context of a business operating model. The company also offers
conformance checking against reference models to lay "as-is" process results over a
reference model that allows simple visualization of model conformity. The predictive
process monitoring capability predicts process deviations using machine learning
modules that are preconfigured for specific use cases, enabling the customer to
leverage the power of AI.
The company also has adapters and connectors to receive and send data for RESTful
APIs, message-oriented middleware (MOM), files, and databases. Some platforms
also have adapters for web services, packaged applications, or for sensor data in
event streams or historical databases. The notification, alerting, and triggering
capabilities enable users to send emails, text messages, and other alerts. Some have
facilities to trigger responses in applications or devices, have full process
orchestration or workflow engines via PowerPlatform integration, and provide a
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complete user task-list management for coordinating resolution processes that
include human actions.
Analyst Perspective
Following is the analysis of Mavim’s platform capabilities in the global digital twin of
an organization market:
 Mavim allows users to create a DTO platform with context and visibility by
providing a collaborative, portal environment based upon user-friendly
Microsoft technologies. It offers an interactive, Visio-based business process
portal to manage change and facilitate collaboration across an organization.
Additionally, its products are built on Microsoft Azure, which provides it with
enormous flexibility to scale to meet the needs of large enterprises.
 Some of the key differentiators for Mavim’s DTO platform include its
seamlessly connected and unified experience platform across the
organizational silos to meet business needs. It also provides simplified
adaptable tools like Microsoft for unparalleled scalability, security, Azure API
management, and ease of integration with business applications like Office
365, D365, and Power Platform. It also empowers organizations to make more
reliable decisions faster, leading to organizational resilience. Furthermore, it
enables users to design target operating models, including risks, roles &
responsibilities, related applications & infrastructure, as well as connection to
strategy by way of process specific KPIs. Additionally, it ensures simple
strategy-to-execution alignment, governance, and communication, and
facilitates easy adaptation when strategies shift due to changing priorities or
business disruptions by connecting strategy, projects, personnel, processes,
technology, risks, architecture, customers, and infrastructure on one platform.
 The company holds a strong customer base, including some of the leading
brands across industry verticals such as manufacturing, logistics &
transportation, financial services, CPG & retail, government & public sector,
energy & utilities, and many others. In terms of geographical presence, Mavim
has a commanding presence over the European Union, followed by North
America, especially in the USA. It also has a significant presence in the AsiaPacific region. The company caters to a variety of use cases, including
Microsoft business application transformation, transition to shared services /
BPO, building a compliant operating model, customer experience re-design,
scaling intelligent automation, operational excellence, and strategy to
execution management.
 The primary challenges of Mavim include the growing competition in the DTO
market from emerging vendors with innovative technology offerings. They are
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targeting all sizes of organizations to gain a strong market position. However,
with its comprehensive technology, innovative offerings, and effective
competitive and growth strategies, Mavim is well-positioned to grow its share
in the global DTO market while targeting enterprises.
 In terms of technology roadmap, Mavim would continuously focus on
delivering additional functionalities that leverage the data already being used
for process mining. The company is also simplifying the proactive monitoring
of process environments and facilitating the building of ML models to help
customers make better decisions with the information they have. The company
is also continuing to integrate and leverage Microsoft's own technology, such
as Azure Machine Learning and PowerBI, to provide customers with a best-inclass solution at the speed of Microsoft.
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QualiWare
URL: www.qualiware.com
Founded in 1991 and headquartered in Denmark, QualiWare is a global business
modeling software and consultancy provider. QualiWare offers an Enterprise
Architecture and Business Management tool known as QualiWare X for organizations
to evolve and transform through smart management and collaboration. The
company’s DTO solution offers various key features and functionalities which include
full enterprise architecture coverage, full BPM support, capability management,
enterprise investment, strategy to execution, collaboration across the entire
enterprise, advanced analytics, social analytics, AI - picture to model & text to model,
3D Visualizer, integration external performance data, and metamodel to support API
development
The company offers full enterprise architecture coverage that enables users to
architect the digital twin of an organization to a very granular level for creating a true
representation of reality regardless of the point of view. It also supports BPM and other
related notations for processes to be structured and defined to a level that best suits
the digital twin requirements of an organization. It is also coupled with the company’s
governance & dashboarding/monitoring platform to calculate critical paths and
compare different process revisions against each other, organizations can quickly
establish a graphical representation of their digital twin that is supported by
operational monitoring, reporting, and metrics.
The company is also offering enterprise investment capability so that the goals are
transformed into outcomes through its standard change portfolio which considers the
investment process, EA, investment strategy, and management of portfolio
performance. The strategy to execution feature is achieved through out-of-the-box
frameworks, templates, and models that provide logical guidance depending on the
requirement and maturity of an organization. The company also supports collaboration
across the entire enterprise to effectively leverage the potential that digital twin offers,
it is essential that stakeholders can react rapidly to either address a process (or
technical) deficiency or take advantage of an opportunity.
The company’s advanced analytics and reporting services offer a holistic view for
visualizing dependencies within the digital twin of the organization. QualiWare X offers
one unified and consistent overview of organizational data and insights through
integration capabilities. Furthermore, it enables users to keep track of usage statistics
through powerful visualizations, leading to proactive management through simplifying
the analysis of complex data. Additionally, the social analytics capability enables
management to analyze and report on usage and engagement metrics of the digital
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twin and operational environment. The AI - picture to model & text to model enables
users to translate pictures into graphical models or text to graphical models.
The company’s 3D visualizer enables a practical 3D graphical representation of a
model to be visualized, analyzed, and enhanced through a 3-dimensional
representation instead of viewing individual models based on their respective
templates. The company’s analytics engine can seamlessly integrate with external
data sources to enable a single view of performance data. It also leverages
performance data of a digital twin effectively to quickly predict a potential failure or
service impact based on trend analysis. The company supports open APIs based on
RESTful web services to integrate with third-party systems both to read and write.
Additionally, QualiWare provides a generic table interface for basic connections and
import/export of CSV/Excel or table-based data. OLEDB and ODBC connectors allow
Qualiware X to interrogate and integrate data from external databases.
Analyst Perspective
Following is the analysis of QualiWare’s capabilities in the digital twin of an
organization solution market:
 QualiWare offers global business modeling software that helps organizations
with their enterprise architecture, quality management, business process
management, and optimization initiatives. QualiWare X with its advanced
features enables the business to integrated smart collaboration, supporting
efficient use of the surrounding business ecosystem, digital twins, and
successful customer journeys to improve business performance and
efficiency.
 Some of the key differentiators of the company include full architecture
viewpoint coverage like Business Architecture, Data Architecture, Application
Architecture, Technology Architecture, and Integration Architecture at the
conceptual, logical, and physical layers which can be combined with other
metamodels, frameworks, and pre-defined accelerated processes to provide
an end-to-end digital twin capability. It also supports strategic transformation
planning and implementation support - from strategy to execution.
 Additionally, the platform is developed with collaboration as a core feature like
governance workflows & social behavior analytics. It also offers extensive
relational capabilities to transform a single object or model into a valuable
information asset that can demonstrate its relevance, value, and contribution
to the delivery of business services. The platform’s digital twin is supported by
the interface between physical and logical architectures to gather
performance data and other relevant feedback from the operating
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environment to enrich the reporting and operating capabilities of processes
and other models.
 The company holds a strong customer base including some of the leading
brands across industry verticals such as government & public sector, energy
& utilities, financial services, manufacturing, healthcare & life sciences, and
many others. In terms of geographical presence, QualiWare has a major
presence in Europe, followed by the American region. It also has a significant
presence in the Middle East and Africa and Asia Pacific region. QualiWare
supports various use cases like operating model approach, digitalization,
communication & collaboration, business transformation, GRC, strategy to
execution, and EA modeling.
 The primary challenge for QualiWare includes creating market awareness and
educating the consumers for investing in DTO solutions, and the growing
competition from both emerging and established vendors in this space.
However, the company, with its sophisticated technology platform,
comprehensive functional capabilities, and strong customer value proposition,
is well-positioned to expand its market share in the global DTO solution market.
 In terms of technological future roadmap strategies, the company is continuing
to focus on offering reverse and forward engineering for automation and
performance measurements of digitalized businesses to create a continuous
feedback loop for improvement. They are also increasing the support and
methodology for collaboration - co-creation and knowledge sharing using
different types of client environments like browser, tablet, phone, watch,
glasses, etc. The company is also focusing on increasing analysis and 3D
visualization capabilities that will document a user’s journey through content
and analyses to provide a roadmap for decision making.
 Additionally, the company is planning to expand application chaining to
support a federation of virtualized content across multiple systems in the
ecosystem, like making SAP processes in SAP Solution Manager available
through QualiWare X to enable a coherent architecture across discrete
systems. It is also enhancing license sharing between servers, SCIM standard
supported, new dashboards, relationship-filter and clustering analysis in 3d
visualization, cloud architecture metamodel, GOWL metamodel, and further
support for OpenAPI files.
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QPR
URL: www.qpr.com
Founded in 1991 and headquartered in Helsinki, Finland, QPR offers solutions for
analysis, monitoring, and modeling operations to organizations globally. The company
offers DTO capability through its QPR business operating system (BOS) consisting of
integrated modules including its flagship product QPR Process Analyzer for process
mining & analytics, QPR Enterprise Architect for business design, QPR Process
Designer for process modeling & analysis, and QPR Metrics for performance
management.
Process Analyzer is an exclusive process mining platform designed to offer
organizations accurate insights into their processes. The product utilizes patented
QPR technology and includes root cause analysis, prediction, clustering, and other
machine learning analyses. The module offers automatically generated visualizations
of the processes in the form of dynamic flowcharts. It enables the organization to
discover any part of the process, drill down to different units or areas, or view trends
on a high level. The platform allows investigation into the root causes, conformance
analysis, clustering analysis, and predicted long cases. Process Analyzer enables
customers to build dynamic dashboards to view the process and flow of action in realtime. QPR also offers a comprehensive set of process mining apps that provide readymade, fine-tuned analysis of the business processes along with business alerts.
QPR Enterprise Architect offers capabilities for analyzing, planning, and improving
business performance. QPR Enterprise Architect is intuitive, easy to use, and is highly
configurable for modeling and analysis. QPR Process Designer is a comprehensive
business process modeling tool with the capabilities to describe, analyze,
communicate, and improve the processes. The web based QPR portal offers an
efficient communication, collaboration, and monitoring hub for all stakeholders. QPR
Metrics offers process performance management capability with a user-friendly
interface.

The

module enables

automated

strategy

execution, operational

performance management, people performance management, risk management, and
project portfolio management.
The BOS software also includes capabilities including QPR Connectors, KPI reporting,
and root causes. The QPR Connectors capability offers connectors supporting
continuous data uploads and flexible customization based on customer needs. The
KPI reporting capability delivers process KPIs with business objectives translated into
euros and supports KPI calculations along with business-oriented reporting through
dashboards. QPR offers advanced root cause analysis, which is integrated with all
other analyses and available to be used in all dashboards.
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Analyst Perspective
Following is the analysis of QPR's capabilities in the digital twin of an organization (DTO)
platforms market:
 QPR offers a robust DTO supporting Business Operating System software
ranging from top-down strategy execution and architecture modeling to
extensive business process modeling connected to automated business
process discovery and analysis of ERP transactional-level operative data. The
key technological differentiators for the company’s DTO platform include root
cause analysis, KPI engine, QPR connectors, QPR dashboards and charts,
single data concept support, clustering, benchmarking, and machine learning
and predictions.
 Some of the key differentiators offered for QPR DTO platform include supports
the single data concept, where data is stored only in Process Analyzer’s inmemory service. The QPR platform's clustering analysis offers in-depth
information about the process and its characteristics and helps detect quality
issues or unwanted cases. The platform's machine learning and predictions
capabilities prevent future problems by using existing process data to create
a machine learning prediction model capable of predicting case-level
problems before they occur.
 The company holds a strong customer base, including some of the leading
brands across industry verticals such as manufacturing, banking & financial
services, IT & telecommunication, healthcare & life sciences, and logistics &
transportation. The company has a strong customer base in Europe. It is also
planning to increase its presence in the Middle East, Africa, and APAC. The
company caters various use cases which includes robotic process automation,
digital transformation, process improvement, process KPI reporting, auditing
& compliance, it & ERP development
 The primary challenges of QPR include the growing competition from
emerging vendors with innovative technology offerings and changing market
dynamics. However, QPR with its sophisticated technology platform,
comprehensive functional capabilities, and strong customer value proposition,
is well-positioned to expand its market share in the global digital twin market.
 The highlights of product strategy and roadmap of QPR focuses on improving
its functionalities for large enterprise customers covering security,
performance, robust dashboarding, and real-time data loading. It further plans
to enhance its features such as out-of-the-box applications, big data
performance,

action

management,

artificial

intelligence,

simulation,

integrations, natural language queries, task mining, and features related to
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operative use cases like case level prediction leveraging AI & machine
learning.
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Signavio
URL: www.signavio.com
Signavio (now part of SAP) was founded in 2010 and is headquartered in Berlin,
Germany. SAP Signavio solutions transform enterprises in intelligent and sustainable
ways by offering industry-specific end-to-end business process management. It also
offers solutions like enterprise resource management, spend management, human
capital management, and customer relationship management. Additionally, the
company offers a business technology platform that can integrate with other
applications, allows application development, and provides data and analytics using
AI. SAP Signavio solutions offer various key features & capabilities, including canvasbased modeling, process discovery & conformance, process analytics & investigation,
live insights, process simulation, journey mapping, collaborative hub, process
governance, decision management, risk indicators, and task mining.
The SAP Signavio Process Transformation Suite provides canvas-based modeling of
business processes and business operations for creating models based on different
notations like business process model and notation (BPMN), event-driven process
chain (EPC), Archimate, and decision model and notation (DMN). It also provides
value chain maps along with navigation maps and organization maps in a canvas that
supports drag-and-drop and is designed for process modeling. The suite
also
offers process discovery and process conformance capability, which provides
automated

business

process

discovery

and

a

unique

graphical

conformance/compliance visualization.
The SAP Signavio solutions also offer process analytics and investigations to create
a detailed process that investigates and exposes key metrics for continuous
monitoring. The live insights capability provides operational insights on process
models and journeys directly from process mining. Additionally, the simulation
capability provides multiple scenarios with what-if parameters across all processes.
Furthermore, the customer/employee/agent journey modeling offers a drag-and-drop
canvas designed for tabular journey maps which connects the different journey steps
to the processes and operational insights.
The company also provides a central collaborative hub that provides tools for
collaborative process & decision management. It serves as the access point to the
process landscape for non-modelers and enables users to view diagrams and diagram
details and collaborate with other viewers and modelers. The process governance via
workflow enables a full governance cycle for changes and revisions. Additionally, the
decision management and execution capability offer DMN and BPMN models with
SAP Signavio Process Manager and executes them in SAP Signavio Process
Governance with a seamlessly integrated suite.
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The company also offers risk indicators on process models which can define and show
risks associated with processing tasks. It also provides bi-directional integration with
LeanIX and SAP Solution Manager to exchange business processes and IT systems.
The ETL (Online and Manual Data Pipelines) connects with data sources to enable
continuous monitoring. Furthermore, the task mining by FortressIQ collects and
analyzes user interactions directly from desktops with machine vision technology and
enables drill-down to the lowest level of granularity.

Analyst Perspective
Following is the analysis of SAP Signavio’s Process Transformation Suite capabilities
in the global DTO market:
 Signavio offers a business process transformation suite, which is an integrated
solution that allows process mining, modeling, analyzing, optimizing, and
execution. The suite consists of SAP Signavio Process Manager, SAP Signavio
Process Intelligence, SAP Process Insights, SAP Signavio Process
Collaboration Hub, and SAP Signavio Process Governance modules. It is
designed to support the core of the business processes. Furthermore, it is a
proven and highly scalable SaaS-based solution with 2000+ customers using
the software successfully in enterprise scenarios.
 Some of the key differentiators for Signavio’s DTO platform include a suite
combining all disciplines of modern process management (processes,
journeys, and decisions) that integrate process discovery and mining with
modeling and execution. It also offers live insights that enable an actionable
DTO where live operational system data is merged with modeling areas and
creates a meld that offers the best end-to-end view of a process and provides
additional value to the efforts required when modeling. The company also
supports a highly collaborative approach to business and process
improvement models and dashboards that enables analysts, managers, and
users to access common views and monitor and manage operations in a way
that optimizes corporate results. Additionally, the journey modeling and
connecting experience to processes enables organizations to increase the
scope of the DTO to customer-facing touchpoints and implications of business
processes. The platform provide ability to include external customer data
through NPS, sentiment, and internal business process data which provides
practitioners with a DTO platform that collects data from external process and
is not only centered on internal processes.
 The company holds a strong customer base, including some of the leading
brands across industry verticals such as BFSI, manufacturing, CPG & retail,
government & public sector, energy & utilities, and many more. In terms of
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geographical presence, Signavio has a commanding presence over the
European Union, followed by North America, especially in the USA. It also has
a significant presence in the Asia Pacific region. The company caters to a
variety of use cases, including digital business optimization and
transformation, enterprise performance optimization, operational excellence,
business process outsourcing, enterprise resource planning (ERP), and
robotic process automation (RPA).
 The primary challenges of Signavio include the growing competition in the
DTO market from emerging vendors with innovative technology offerings that
are targeting all sizes of organizations to gain a strong market position.
However, with its comprehensive technology, innovative offerings, and
effective competitive and growth strategies, Signavio is well-positioned to
grow its share in the global DTO market while targeting enterprises.
 In terms of technology roadmap, Signavio would continuously focus on
improving metrics & benchmarks, recommendations, and action handovers &
triggers. It also plans to connect experiences to processes (Journey to
Process/ J2P) and link journeys & processes with process analytics for
modeling & governance. It also focuses on expanding mining capabilities and
integration with sentiment data providers. The company also focuses on
enterprise modeling & process governance capability. The company is
planning to enhance its connectivity & data management capability through
integrations to improve data management layer and introduce an Analytics
Data Store to provide seamless integration with enterprise applications. Lastly,
it is focusing on enhancing business accelerators for content packages,
including models, metrics, and other process-relevant artifacts to accelerate
time to value.
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Software AG
URL: www.softwareag.com
Software AG was founded in 1969 and is headquartered in Darmstadt, Germany. The
company enables enterprises to quickly design, analyze, share, and improve
organizational processes through its product ARIS. The company offers its digital twin
of an organization (DTO) platform in three versions, namely ARIS Basic, ARIS
Advanced, and ARIS Enterprise. The company offers various key features &
functionalities with its three versions:
ARIS Basic offers an easy start into process design with fast & smart modeling by an
intelligent designer, table-based capturing of information, automatic checks to
guarantee the accuracy of information and a quick publication of the results. ARIS
Basic offers an intuitive user interface with business processes templates. It also
enables users to create the most important model types which include the value chain
used to structure the landscape of processes (BPMN & EPC), organization chart,
system landscape and data model used to cover all relevant business aspects. It also
enables the documentation of processes, organization, data, IT systems and
maintaining all information in one single place.
ARIS Advanced offers features such as advanced modeling with more than 100 model
types, social collaboration, analysis of the models with additional standard reports,
intuitive steps view and an embedded document storage. ARIS Advanced provides a
wide range of model types to capture and analyse the organization structure, process
landscape and many other aspects of an organization. It also allows users to
collaborate with peers, colleagues, and customers to gather feedback and insights
from everyone. Users can also define and run reports based on a WYSIWYG editor or
scripting. This edition comes with three user types - designer, viewer, and admin.
ARIS Enterprise offers additional functionalities for designers (e.g. dashboard design,
professional variant management) and viewers (e.g. role-bases access, dashboard
viewing). Especially for the Enterprise edition a lot of functional extensions are
available to meet the requirements of a mature process-driven organization: ARIS
Process Mining is a stand-alone, but deeply integrated high-sophisticated solution for
the monitoring and analysis of the as-is execution of processes. It automates process
discovery, anomaly detection, AI-driven root-cause mining, and interactive
visualizations to identify measures of optimizations. Other extensions are available for
additional use cases and requirements like governance, risk & compliance (GRC),
simulation (to test what-if scenarios and get information about bottlenecks and
improvement potentials.), the integration with SAP, SharePoint, etc. The premium
document storage feature allows to store up to 1 million documents. ARIS Enterprise
offers a full-scale operational excellence platform.
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ARIS is being deployed as software as a service (SaaS) and on-premises, depending
on the editions and the customer’s requirements.
Analyst Perspective
Following is the analysis of Software AG’s platform capabilities in the global DTO
market:
 Software AG offers with ARIS a complete stack of a DTO solution, from
mapping strategic business models to the documentation of the business
processes and structures to the monitoring of process efficiencies and
compliance gaps.
 One of the key differentiators for Software AG’s DTO platform is the scalability
with three versions of ARIS to accomplish different maturity levels, use cases
and organizational needs. Furthermore, ARIS offers different capabilities for
the automation of processes (e.g. via robotic process automation (RPA) or the
SAP solution which helps organizations to have holistic rollout of SAP projects
through blueprinting, testing, communication and training capabilities).
 The company holds a strong global customer base, including some of the
leading

brands

across

industry

verticals

such

as

manufacturing,

telecommunication, information technology, banking & financial services and
many more. Overall, Software AG offers beyond business and IT
transformation platforms and solutions for a variety of use cases, including IoT
& Analytics and APIs, Integration & Microservices.
 The primary challenges of Software AG include the growing competition in the
DTO market from emerging vendors that are also targeting all sizes of
organizations. However, with its comprehensive technology, innovative
offerings, and effective competitive and growth strategies, Software AG is wellpositioned to grow its share in the global DTO market while targeting
enterprises.
 In terms of technology roadmap, Software AG would continuously focus on
improving digital business and operational excellence use cases. The
company is focusing on an integrated unique approach with process design
and operational intelligence capabilities to provide a high-sophisticated
platform for a digital twin of an organization. It is also focusing on providing
superior customer experience through its solutions.
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Research Methodologies
Quadrant Knowledge Solutions uses a comprehensive approach to conduct global
market outlook research for various technologies. Quadrant's research approach
provides our analysts with the most effective framework to identify market and
technology trends and helps in formulating meaningful growth strategies for our
clients. All the sections of our research report are prepared with a considerable
amount of time and thought process before moving on to the next step. Following is
the brief description of the major sections of our research methodologies.

Secondary Research
Following are the major sources of information for conducting secondary research:
Quadrant’s Internal Database
Quadrant Knowledge Solutions maintains a proprietary database in several
technology marketplaces. This database provides our analyst with an adequate
foundation to kick-start the research project. This database includes information from
the following sources:
•
•
•
•
•

Annual reports and other financial reports
Industry participant lists
Published secondary data on companies and their products
Database of market sizes and forecast data for different market segments
Major market and technology trends
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Literature Research
Quadrant Knowledge Solutions leverages on several magazine subscriptions and
other publications that cover the wide range of subjects related to technology
research. We also use the extensive library of directories and Journals on various
technology domains. Our analysts use blog posts, whitepaper, case studies, and other
literature published by major technology vendors, online experts, and industry news
publications.
Inputs from Industry Participants
Quadrant analysts collect relevant documents such as whitepaper, brochures, case
studies, price lists, data sheet, and other reports from all major industry participants.

Primary Research
Quadrant analysts use a two-step process for conducting primary research that helps
us in capturing meaningful and most accurate market information. Below is the twostep process of our primary research:
Market Estimation: Based on the top-down and bottom-up approach, our analyst
analyses all industry participants to estimate their business in the technology market
for various market segments. We also seek information and verification of client
business performance as part of our primary research interviews or through a detailed
market questionnaire. The Quadrant research team conducts a detailed analysis of
the comments and inputs provided by the industry participants.
Client Interview: Quadrant analyst team conducts a detailed telephonic interview of all
major industry participants to get their perspectives of the current and future market
dynamics. Our analyst also gets their first-hand experience with the vendor's product
demo to understand their technology capabilities, user experience, product features,
and other aspects. Based on the requirements, Quadrant analysts interview with more
than one person from each of the market participants to verify the accuracy of the
information provided. We typically engage with client personnel in one of the following
functions:
•
•
•
•

Strategic Marketing Management
Product Management
Product Planning
Planning & Strategy

Feedback from Channel Partners and End Users
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Quadrant research team research with various sales channel partners, including
distributors, system integrators, and consultants to understand the detailed
perspective of the market. Our analysts also get feedback from end-users from
multiple industries and geographical regions to understand key issues, technology
trends, and supplier capabilities in the technology market.

Data Analysis: Market Forecast & Competition Analysis
Quadrant's analysts' team gathers all the necessary information from secondary
research and primary research to a computer database. These databases are then
analyzed, verified, and cross-tabulated in numerous ways to get the right picture of
the overall market and its segments. After analyzing all the market data, industry
trends, market trends, technology trends, and key issues, we prepare preliminary
market forecasts. This preliminary market forecast is tested against several market
scenarios, economic scenario, industry trends, and economic dynamics. Finally, the
analyst team arrives at the most accurate forecast scenario for the overall market and
its segments.
In addition to market forecasts, our team conducts a detailed review of industry
participants to prepare competitive landscape and market positioning analysis for the
overall market as well as for various market segments.

SPARK Matrix: Strategic Performance Assessment and
Ranking
Quadrant Knowledge Solutions’ SPARK Matrix provides a snapshot of the market
positioning of the key market participants. SPARK Matrix representation provides a
visual representation of market participants and provides strategic insights on how
each supplier ranks in comparison to their competitors, concerning various
performance parameters based on the category of technology excellence and
customer impact.

Final Report Preparation
After finalization of market analysis and forecasts, our analyst prepares necessary
graphs, charts, and table to get further insights and preparation of the final research
report. Our final research report includes information including market forecast;
competitive analysis; major market & technology trends; market drivers; vendor
profiles, and such others.
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